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Abstract
A combustion facility incorporating an annular burner was designed and
constructed. This facility serves as a means by which the effects of mixing
enhancement associated with lobed mixers in a combusting flowfield may be
investigated. A turbulent, diffusive, momentum-driven flame from an atmospheric
burner was desired for this mixing research; additionally, the facility was required to
be one-person operable and largely automated. These factors motivated the
consideration of various design requirements and constraints in order to achieve
suitable conditions for mixing augmentation studies. Issues examined concerned
combustion and flow phenomena, as well as the operation and features of the facility
hardware. The resulting burner design allows for mixing between two co-flowing
axisymmetric streams, and includes several features which allow for flowfield
manipulation. The most essential of these is the core nozzle which may be
interchanged between baseline and lobed configurations, thereby providing for mixing
augmentation control. Velocities of the two co-flowing fluid streams, as well as the
composition of the fuel mixture, are varied and monitored through the facility flow
control system. The performance of the facility was examined with respect to the
requirements for the establishment and observation of a combusting flowfield
appropriate for enhanced mixing research. It was found that though the flow system
operates safely and is fully functional, the flow rates generated are too low in
comparison with those desired for this lobed mixing research effort.
Recommendations to correct this problem are made.
Thesis Supervisor: Ian A. Waitz
Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
Mixing enhancement is important for achieving optimal performance from a
variety of fluid mechanical devices. This is particularly true in gas turbine engine
combustion systems, where the rapidity and spatial uniformity of the fuel-air mixing
process directly impacts combustor size and weight, combustion efficiency, and
pollutant emissions production.
One technology for augmenting mixing between co-flowing streams which has
recently received considerable attention is the lobed mixer, shown in Figure 1.1. The
lobed mixer enhances mixing beyond that associated with the velocity difference
between the two streams on either side of a flat splitter plate, illustrated in Figure 1.2.
The lobes are designed both to increase the initial interfacial area between the two
fluids through increasing the trailing edge length, and to shed large-scale streamwise
circulation. The streamwise circulation acts to enhance mixing by further increasing
the interfacial area between the two fluids downstream of the trailing edge.
Many issues are as yet unresolved regarding the performance of lobed mixers in
reacting flows. These issues include the influence of heat release on the mixing
performance, and the impact of high strain rates on the progression of reactions
involving both primary and trace species central in pollutant formation processes.
This thesis presents the details of the design and operation of a test facility which will
eventually be used to study these effects.
A combustion facility incorporating an annular combustor was designed and
constructed. The burner allows either baseline or lobed nozzle geometries to be
installed to provide unaltered and augmented flowfields, respectively. Preliminary
characterization of the facility performance is provided by the mass flow rates and
combinations of fuel, diluent, and co-flow for which ignition occurs; flame




Gas turbine combustion systems require not only new innovations, but also old
technologies applied in original ways, to satisfy present performance and pollutant
emission goals. The fuel and air mixing process plays a critical role in meeting these
criteria. Combustion rate and extent are controlled by the level of molecular mixing
that has occurred between the fuel and oxidant prior to reaction. Hence, combustion
efficiency, heat release rate, and pollutant formation are all established by the mixing
process. Augmentation of this mixing process, appropriate to practical applications,
provides the general motivation for this research effort.
The evaluation of any mixing process encompasses the following considerations:
mixing scale desired, spatial uniformity and rapidity with which the mixing is fulfilled,
and resulting stagnation pressure loss. Over the last sixty years, there have been many
studies concerning methods to enhance mixing between fuel and air in several types of
combustion systems. Lobed mixers are attractive for some applications because they
can be used to introduce large-scale streamwise circulation between co-flowing
streams with relatively low momentum loss, as compared to other mixing enhancement
technologies. There are several examples of practical uses of this streamwise
circulation to augment mixing, such as between the core and bypass flows of aircraft
turbine engines (McCormick and Bennett, 1993; Paterson, 1984), and between the
primary and secondary streams of ejectors (Tillman et al., 1992).
Previous research concerning mixing enhancement by lobed mixer devices has
focused on planar, unreacting flowfields. Little effort has been put toward the
examination of their effects on axisymmetrically co-flowing and combusting streams.
This thesis serves as the basis upon which an extensive combusting-flow, mixing
augmentation study (Underwood, 1995) will be conducted at the MIT AERL (Aero-
Environmental Research Laboratory).
1.2.2 Lobed Mixers
A conventional splitter plate, which shall be referred to as the "baseline"
geometry, is shown in Figure 1.2. For this case, the dominant mixing mechanism is
associated with the component of vorticity normal to the flow direction, termed
spanwise vorticity. A Kelvin-Helmholtz instability grows with distance from the
trailing edge in the fluid interface. For axisymmetric shear layers, a "ring" vortex roll
up process comprises the mixing mechanism, corresponding to the spanwise vorticity
seen in planar shear layers.
Lobed mixers such as that shown in Figure 1.1 are used to augment the mixing
process between two co-flowing streams of different velocities. Two aspects of the
lobed mixer flowfield are responsible for the mixing enhancement. First, the trailing
edge interface between the two streams has been increased by the lobed geometry.
This provides a larger area (for the same flow cross section) over which the spanwise
vorticity may act to mix the fluids. Second, a spanwise variation in aerodynamic
loading is produced at the mixer trailing edge. Through this nonuniform loading,
streamwise vorticity is established and shed downstream of the trailing edge.
Downstream mixing is enhanced since the streamwise vorticity stretches the mean
cross-flow interface, substantially increasing the area relative to the length set by the
lobe geometry.
The convoluted trailing edge sheds a vorticity distribution corresponding to the
periodicity of the loading. This causes roll-up of the previously flat wake sheet into
cells one convolute in width. The flow within each cell then winds into
counter-rotating vortices.
Hence, both spanwise and streamwise vorticity play a part in the mixing process
downstream of a lobed mixer. The growing Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities in the mean
cross-flow interface interact with the streamwise winding process. The streamwise
circulation becomes less important in enhancing mixing at approximately ten
wavelengths downstream of the trailing edge, where the spanwise undulations have
grown to the scale of the streamwise vortices. Downstream of this point the mixing
layer behaves much like a planar shear layer.
The facility discussed in this thesis was designed to allow investigation of flow
behavior primarily in the region upstream of ten wavelengths, where the streamwise
circulation is most effective in augmenting the mixing process.
1.3 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are:
(1) A one-person operable flow control facility was constructed. Its versatility
provides the AERL with a means by which mixing studies may be thoroughly and
safely performed.
(2) A co-annular, vertically-standing combustor was designed and built. It allows
vorticity levels in the mixing process to be controlled and varied by core nozzle
interchange between lobed and splitter geometries.
(3) The operational ranges of experimental conditions suitable for this mixing
research are presented.
1.4 Overview of Thesis
Chapter Two describes the requirements of and constraints upon the facility
design. Combustion and flow phenomena pertinent to this research effort, as well as
instrumentation issues, are explored in the context of the combustion facility. The
chapter subsequently provides operational ranges of experimental parameters wherein
enhanced mixing combustion studies would be optimally conducted. Chapter Three
presents the principal features and construction details of the burner and flow control
system. Chapter Four summarizes the preliminary testing performed on the facility.
Chapter Five summarizes the conclusions of this study. Recommendations for
subsequent work are also suggested.

LFigure 1.1 -- Lobed Mixer Geometry
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Figure 1.2 -- Splitter Geometry
CHAPTER 2: FACILITY DESIGN
2.1 Design Motivation
The underlying objective of this research is to examine the effects of mixing
enhancement associated with lobed mixers in a combusting flowfield. Consequently,
the coupled chemical and fluid mechanical characteristics of the flowfield must be
controlled to the degree that an adequate environment is established in which mixing
enhancement may be studied.
The central component needed to achieve this goal is a combustor. The prime
function of the combustor is to provide a flowfield upon which mixing augmentation
may be performed. From inlet to burner tip, the combustor serves as a flow
supervisor, accommodating the entrances of both the fuel and oxidant streams,
providing a means to straighten the streams, controlling their turbulence levels, and
eventually directing the streams into their respective nozzles. The interface between
the fuel and oxidant streams may be enhanced by lobed mixers placed at the end of
the fuel nozzle.
The flow control system encompasses the supporting hardware and operating
procedures needed by the burner to establish an appropriate reacting flowfield. Safe,
regulated delivery of fuel and oxidant to the burner inlet is the central focus of the
flow control system.
This chapter presents the general requirements and restrictions imposed on the
facility, and then examines issues specific to the burner and flow control system
designs.
2.2 Facility Functional Requirements and Design Constraints
2.2.1 General
2.2.1a Test-Cell Layout
Test-cell size and construction, illustrated in Figure 2.1, places inherent limitations
on both the burner and the flow control system design. The ceiling height and the
observation window location constrain burner height. The location of the exhaust vent
determines burner placement and the layout of the fuel and air delivery system.
Safety demands that the fuel cylinder be stored outside of the test chamber; hence the
test-cell ante-chamber is appropriate for the gas storage cabinet installation.
2.2.1b Diffusion Flame
A flame with fuel and oxidant uniformly mixed prior to ignition is defined as
premixed. The contrary case, wherein the reactants must diffusively mix together in
the combustion zone, is termed a diffusion flame. The latter describes the required
situation in the present experiment, where it is the effect of lobed mixers on this
mixing process that is of interest.
Hence, the flow control system must supply fuel and oxidant separately; the
burner receives both fluid mediums, but must keep them apart while directing them to
the reaction zone. Additionally, it is the mixing process in this reaction zone which
must be observed; hence an atmospheric burner (i.e.: where the combustion area is not
within the confines of the burner body) is suitable and manageable concerning both
functional and diagnostic requirements.
The diffusive, unconfined nature of the flame requires remote access from the test-
cell of all controllers and flow indicators. Accordingly, the flow control system must
be operable from the control room adjacent to the test-cell. The test-cell ventilation
system must also be capable of removing the pollutants and unburned fuel emitted by
the unconfined flame. This restricts burner (i.e.: combustion field) size and requires
accurate regulatory control of the fuel flow.
2.2.1c Gaseous Reactants
The oxidant used in these experiments is air supplied by the facility's compressed
air line at 0.75 lb/sec. The experiments require gaseous fuels and diluents as well;
flow rate requirements are discussed in Section 2.2.4 and Chapter Four. Accordingly,
the burner and flow system must be designed to handle gaseous fluids without leakage,
and to have instrumentation suitable for measuring and controlling these gases.
2.2.2 The Burner
2.2.2a Lobed Mixing Capability
The ability for the burner outlet to be easily interchanged between lobed and
"baseline" geometries is essential for the enhanced mixing experiments. Both
configurations must be as similar as possible in all respects, with the exception of
absence and presence of lobes on the baseline and lobed nozzle outlets, respectively.
2.2.2b Co-Annular Construction
From the standpoint of experimental diagnostics, a symmetrical flame is desirable.
A combustor with a co-annular design provides an axisymmetric flame; it also
supresses effects on the flow stream and flame associated with any corners or sharp
edges of the outlet nozzle geometry (i.e.: as with two-dimensional slot-burners) which
are undesirable in this mixing study. Additionally, cold-flow enhanced mixing
between two co-annular flow fields has not yet been thoroughly examined; a co-
annular design will provide a means to address this aspect of cold-flow mixing.
2.2.2c Observation Length
The term "observation length" refers to the flow area downstream of the lobed
mixers before significant interaction of the flame with the air/air shear layer formed at
the outer edge of the air co-flow, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. The shear layer growth
from both the core nozzle and the co-flow nozzle must be considered.
From an experimental standpoint, an observation distance on the order of 15 lobe
wavelengths is desirable (Ref. Figure 1.1), though a minimum of 8-10 wavelengths is
acceptable. The objective is to provide enough distance for the fuel/oxidant mixing
process to occur before interference with the external air/air shear layer. As a result,
the need for a minimum amount of observation length establishes a lower bound on
core and co-flow nozzle exit diameters. This is demonstrated in the following
analysis. First, it was defined that a lobe wavelength is equivalent to 1/2 the core
diameter. Next, it was assumed that the shear layer from the core nozzle grows in a
1:4 ratio, and that from the co-flow nozzle grows in a 1:8 ratio. Hence, the core
"slope" was taken to be twice as steep as that of the co-flow. Accordingly, the
observation length requirement dictated a core and a co-flow diameter ratio of at least
1:5.5, to provide a minimum observation length of 12 wavelengths.
2.2.2d Boundary Layer Thickness
The presence of an inlet boundary layer, which is characterized by displacement
thickness 8", affects the mixing augmentation potential of the lobed mixer. As the
boundary layer thickness increases, low momentum fluid begins to fill the lobe. This
boundary layer blockage effectively reduces the lobe penetration angle (Ref. Figure
1.1) seen by the fluid stream, thereby decreasing shed streamwise circulation and
thence mixing enhancement. Therefore, the lobes must be designed such that the
boundary layers are thin with respect to the lobe wavelength X (Ref. 3.2.5). A "thin"
boundary layer is considered to be one with a displacement thickness S which is less
than five percent of the lobe wavelength X (O'Sullivan, 1993). This impacts the
selection of both X and flow velocity.
2.2.2e Fuel and Oxidant Flowrates
Fuel and oxidant flow in the combustor core and co-flow regions, respectively.
The amount of mass flow available must be such that the individual and comparative
stream velocities may be varied over a wide enough range for sufficient experimental
testing. However, fuel and diluent supplies are limited by gas cylinder size; the
facility air supply sets the maximum air flow at 0.75 lbs/sec. The core and co-flow
nozzle dimensions are thereby restricted, resulting from this competition between fluid
supply and experimental flowrate demand.
2.2.2f Flame Stability and Blowoff
The combustor in this experiment does not employ a flameholder other than the
trailing edge of the lobe, in order to provide a flowfield affected only by the lobed
configuration. Additionally, the observation length of the mixing region downstream
of the lobes is limited and would be impaired by the presence of a flameholder.
The desire to achieve a stable flame which does not blow downstream is most
typically fulfilled by a bluff body stabilizer, illustrated in Figure 2.3. A flameholder
creates a region with a flow velocity which is less than the burning velocity of the
mixture. The flame is stationary when the gas velocity equals its characteristic flame
speed (burning velocity). The blowoff condition (for a specific stream temperature
and mixture ratio) is approached as the gas velocity exceeds the flame speed.
In Figure 2.3, the flow separation which occurs at a typical flameholder trailing
edge and the downstream wakes are illustrated. Since the near-wake region velocity is
less than that of the main flow, recirculation and shear layer formation is supported.
Zukowski and Marble (1956) have proposed that the heat and mass transfer processes
between the wake and shear layer regions are key in the flame stabilization
mechanism. The process description is as follows. The recirculation zone entrains hot
combustion products which ignite the fresh mixture entering the shear layer. This
combusting mixture, as it flows downstream contained within the shear layer, in turn
ignites fresh mixture. As the completely burned products leave the shear layer, some
are recirculated into the wake region. Hence, a continuous source of ignition is
established through-the shear layer and recirculation zones.
Furthermore, Zukowski and Marble theorize that blowoff (and eventual blowout)
occurs when the fresh mixture does not remain in the shear layer sufficiently long to
be ignited by the hot recirculation zone. Hence, the best flameholders are those which
produce the longest residence times. Residence time may be represented by:
L
ZresidencU
wherein: L = recirculation zone length
U = flow speed.











hemical encompasses the chemical effects of the combusting flow, and therefore also
represents the ignition delay time. L represents the fluid mechanical effects. Hence,
flameholder (and therefore wake) geometry is associated only with the fluid dynamics.
The condition for flameholding is when:
reaidnce > t chemical
Recirculation length L is a function of both flow speed U, and flameholder trailing
edge thickness 8, i.e.:
L=f (U, )
Additionally, since U and 5 are fixed, therefore L is a constant. Hence,
UBoch~m = contant
h~caI varies with fuel type. Based upon a personal communication with Waitz
(1994), it was assumed that:
1
chemicaldrogen 10 chemiclhydoar bo)
therefore
constant 1 constant
O oyen, 10 UBohydrbon
Finally,
UBohydogen = 10( UBo n )
Hence, the use of fuels with very short ignition delay times (most notably hydrogen)
makes flameholding on a thin trailing edge possible. Specifically, this means that with
an appropriately sized trailing edge and flow speeds, the core nozzle trailing edge
thickness may function as a flameholding mechanism in this experiment without
additional support when hydrogen is utilized. Becker and Liang (1978) employed this
hydrogen-stabilization method in their turbulent diffusion flame studies. For example,
they were able to obtain a stabilized flame on a 0.030" trailing edge for a flow speed
of 82 m/s. Additionally, a "sharp-edged" nozzle trailing edge sufficed as the flame
stabilizer in some of Hammer's turbulent flame work (1993).
Previous experimental findings concerning flame stabilization were examined in
the context of this mixing research. First, stream-velocity-increase adversely affects
flame stability. This results from a decreased residence time. Moreover, increasing
turbulence intensity adversely affects flame stability. This is observed since
intensified turbulence entrains additional fresh material into the wake, thereby
increasing the supply while decreasing available ignition time. Again, the upstream
screens are of importance since they are utilized to control turbulence levels (Ref. 3.4).
2.2.2g Turbulent Flame
Practical combusting-flow applications which could benefit from lobed mixing
technology, such as turbojet afterburners and also gas turbine and ramjet combustors,
utilize turbulent flames. Hence, these experimental mixing studies should be geared
toward turbulent flame use. A critical Reynolds number on the order of 3500 is used
as the criterion for turbulent conditions. Based on the cold-flow jet diameter, the
Reynolds number is defined as:
UdRed--
V
wherein: U = nozzle velocity
d = exit diameter
v = fluid kinematic viscosity.
Figure 2.5 graphically presents this parameter as a function of mixture fuel
composition for maximum speeds set by heat release restrictions.
2.2.2h Radiated Heat
The heat radiated from the combustion reaction region into its surrounding raises
the test cell temperature. Consequently, the possibility exists for an unacceptable
temperature rise wherein the test cell equipment and instrumentation would be
adversely affected.
Ten percent of the heat generated was assumed to be radiated (Gore, et al., 1987)
and a final test cell temperature of 120 degrees F was chosen as an acceptable
maximum value. However, it should be noted that this percentage is higher for
hydrocarbon fuels -- 40% would be an approximate upper limit for hydrocarbon fuel
heat radiation. Test cell temperatures, as a function of the hydrogen or ethylene
composition of the fuel mixture, are depicted in Figure 2.4. The fuel mass flow rates
incorporated into the construction of this figure were determined by the minimum fuel
flow speed needed to reach the critical Reynolds number (Ref. 2.2.2h), assuming a 1"
core diameter. These fuel flow speeds are therefore the minimum acceptable values
for turbulent work. Minimum fuel flows correspond to minimum temperatures, which
are illustrated in Figure 2.4. Calculation of these temperatures proceeded as follows:




refer to the mass flow rate, specific heat, and temperature change, respectively,
for the air in the test-cell. Hence, the mass flow rate may be found by:
?flar =PV
wherein
N=(test-cell room volume)(number of room air changes
unit time
The test-cell ventilation system provides 12 room air changes/hour.
Additionally, as referenced above, the heat radiated is assumed to be ten
percent of the total heat generated, Qto, wherein:
and LV = lower h ating valve of the fuel.)
and LHV = lower heating valve of the fuel.
Therefore,
Q= 10% of total
Calculation of the temperature rise of the test-cell proceeded in this way.
2.2.2i Flame Length
The test cell, with a floor-to-ceiling height of approximately 15', defines an upper
bound for the flame length. Diffusion flame length is independent of the fuel velocity
once the velocity required to attain turbulent conditions has been reached. In the
laminar regime, the flame lengthens as the fuel velocity increases. Eventually, the
speed is increased to the point wherein fuel and oxidant contact is enhanced by
turbulent velocity fluctuations. This causes the flame to shorten (Figure 2.6). The
flame length settles at a constant value (for a particular fuel composition) in the fully
developed turbulent region. Hawthorne's equation for this asymptotic flame length is:
L 5.3 T M+(1 ) /2
D C, a)T Mn
where: L = flame length
D = jet diameter
, = molecular weight of surrounding fluid
M.= molecular weight of nozzle fluid
C, = mole fraction of nozzle fluid in unreacted stoichiometric
mixture
at = moles of reactants/moles of products for P = 1
Tf = flame temperature
T. = temperature of nozzle fluid.
The flame length dependence upon nozzle geometry and mixture composition, and
independence of fuel jet speed is clear. It should be noted that the strength of this
equation lies in its ability to provide a general sense of the flame length to be
expected, for the given parameters. More detailed correlations are needed if higher
degrees of accuracy are desired (Becker and Yamazaki, 1978). Figure 2.7 illustrates
the flame length as a function of fuel-nitrogen composition for both hydrogen and
ethylene with nozzle diameter set at 1" .
2.2.2j Momentum-Driven Flame
Buoyancy serves to increase the stream momentum, thereby increasing air
entrainment and decreasing diffusion flame length. In practical applications involving
gas turbine engine combustion systems, buoyancy forces are small compared to
momentum forces. Hence, a similar situation is desired in the current studies.
Buoyancy has also been shown to instigate turbulent flame stability problems (Becker
and Liang, 1978). By affecting the flame large-scale structure, it causes lateral
oscillations.
The Froude number relates momentum and buoyancy forces in a flow. It is
defined as (Williams, 1985):
U2Fr= u
gR
wherein: Fr = Froude Number
U = nozzle exit velocity
R = nozzle radius
g = gravitational constant.
Larger Froude numbers represent momentum-dominated cases. Flows with Froude
numbers on the order of one hundred are acceptable for the present experiment.
Figure 2.8 illustrates Froude numbers associated with possible testing conditions.
2.2.2k Flow Turbulence Control
A turbulence scale and intensity reduction mechanism is required in the burner
design for the fuel and oxidant streams. The capacity for low inlet turbulence (i.e.:
u'/T < 0.01) is a requirement for some lobed mixer experiments. Likewise, the ability
to systematically vary the degree of upstream turbulence allows for examination of
large-scale turbulence effects on mixing.
2.2.21 Nozzle Contraction
The decision to utilize a contraction configuration rather than a simple straight exit
nozzle is governed by the physical aspects of the flowfield. The use of a contraction
provides a more uniform and steady outlet stream than that produced with just a
straight section. The mean velocity increase allows for the use of lower velocities in
the upstream region of the burner, thereby reducing pressure losses. Likewise,
velocity variations are reduced to a smaller fraction of the average velocity, which is
beneficial from a flow uniformity standpoint. Additionally, Qiu (1992) observed that
accelerating streams through a 4:1 contraction nozzle reduces both boundary layer
thickness and turbulence at the outlet. Hermanson also noted low turbulence and thin
boundary layers with contraction usage, and recommended their use accordingly.
Following the contraction ratios of 2:1 to 4:1 employed by Hermanson and Qiu, the
nozzles were designed to have contraction ratios of: 2.7:1 for the co-flow, and 3.8:1
for the core.
2.2.2m Structural and Machining Requirements
Wall thickness and material selection must be sufficient to sustain and support the
burner weight. Both choices must also withstand standard machining and welding
processes.
2.2.3 The Flow Control System
2.2.3a Safety
The presence of an unconfined combustion reaction requires safety measures to be
incorporated both in the fluid delivery system layout and in operational procedures.
System purges are a necessity. Operator exposure to hazardous fuels or to the flame
itself must be prevented.
The use of hydrogen gas in the facility presents the greatest potential hazard. This
results from the inherent characteristics of hydrogen, the most relevant of which are
listed below.
(1) gas undetectability -- colorless, odorless, undetectable by the five senses
(2) colorless flame with H2 and clean air combustion
(3) wide flammability limits with air -- in volume % of Hz, the lower/upper limits
are 4.0/75. This represents the range over which ignition is possible when the
gas is exposed to a sufficient energy source.
(4) explosion limits with air -- volume %, lower/upper, 18.3/59. Hence, Hz build
up in the test cell must be prevented.
(5) ignition of H2-air mixtures at very low energy input -- 1.9x108 BTU (.02 mJ)
@ 1 atm. To put this in perspective, this is only 1/10 that required for
ignition of gasoline-air mixtures. Hence, any potential for sparks from the
wiring must be eliminated.
(6) low viscosity and molecular weight -- since leakage is inversely proportional to
viscosity, hydrogen systems are particularly susceptible to leakage problems.
Also, these characteristics account for the fact that the diffusion rate of H2 in air
is 3.8 times faster than air in air.
2.2.3b Flexibility and Control
In order to sufficiently explore lobed mixer phenomena, several flow parameters
are required to be varied. Most important are:
(a) the ability to easily vary the proportion of fuel to diluent and their
corresponding mass flows while a run is in progress
(b) the capacity to vary the air mass flow during testing
(c) the ability to change the type of working fuel or diluent.
Changing the fuel composition allows the amount of heat released to be varied.
Control of the flow rates provides for examination of different velocity ratios between
the co-flowing fuel and oxidant. Monitored regulation of the fuel, diluent, and oxidant
is necessary to properly assess these effects on lobed mixing enhancement.
2.2.3c Exhaust Removal
A fume (exhaust) tube is required to provide for unburned (or partially burned)
reactant and combustion product removal into the atmosphere. A fume tube also
provides a means to contain the upper portion of the flame.
Consequently, design of the tube is governed by flame temperature and spreading
angle. Spreading angle for a turbulent diffusion flame is approximately 20-25 degrees.
The complexity of flame temperature calculations merits more sophisticated treatment.
Adiabatic flame temperature, simply put, is the final temperature of the products
generated by an adiabatic combustion process (Heywood, 1988). The assumed
absence of heat and work transfer is validated by the fast time scales (~1 ms) on which
combustion reactions occur. The resulting temperature, the adiabatic flame
temperature, is the maximum that may be attained for the given reactants. Any heat
transfer or incomplete combustion would lower the product temperature. Hence,
adiabatic flame temperature represents the "worst-case" of how hot the exhaust pipe
could get. Therefore, if the material used to make the fume tube is rated to withstand
temperatures near or above that of the adiabatic flame temperature, the material is
suitable. To calculate these temperatures for mixtures specific to the present research,
a thermodynamic computer code, STANJAN, was employed. Developed by Prof.
Reynolds of Stanford University, it has been widely used for several years. The
reactions used in these adiabatic flame temperature calculations are:
Hydrogen-Air:
H + 0 (05 +3.78N2)-,aH2O+bO 2+cH2 +dN2 +eOH+fH+gO+h NO+iNO2+ 
Ethylene-Air:
C2H, +3 (02 +3.78N2) -
aCO2+bH20O+cO2+dH2+eN2 +fCO+gC +hCH4+iOH+jH+kO+lNO+mNO2+nC2H4
The results are plotted in Figure 2.10 for hydrogen-air and ethylene-air combustion.
For both cases the maximum flame temperatures occurs at slightly fuel-rich conditions;
hydrogen-air combustion peaks at approximately 2340 K, and ethylene-air peaks at
2390 K.
An exhaust tube previously designed for industrial use was installed in the test cell
facility. Its generous size (36" diameter) easily handles the flame spreading angle
criterion. However, its operational upper limit of temperature is 3000 degrees F, or
1922 K, which is less than that of the predicted maximum flame temperatures.
However, the fume tube material limits are still well within an appropriately safe
temperature range for two reasons. First, the adiabatic flame temperature represents an
absolute maximum of the temperature that the fume tube could be exposed to.
Second, the entrainment phenomenon dilutes the reaction flowfield, thereby lowering
the temperature. For a fuel jet exiting from a circular duct, the mass entrained, m,




where: mr = injected mass
po = injected mass density
p: = ambient density
do = duct diameter
x = downstream location.
The heat sink of the entrained mass was accounted for in determining the suitability
of the industrial exhaust tube.
2.2.4 Evaluation
From the aforementioned criteria (Refs. 2.2.1 to 2.2.3), the boundaries of
experimentally applicable and attainable test-run flow conditions may be established.
The evaluation begins with the combustor's geometric constraints. Namely, the
core and co-flow nozzles must have a 1:5.5 outlet diameter ratio to produce an
"observation length" sufficient to examine the mixing process. Observation lengths for
various core/co-flow nozzle diameter combinations are illustrated in Figure 2.11. The
requirement for thin boundary layers on the lobes and fuel and oxidant flow rate
limitations (Ref. 4.1) placed respective lower and upper bounds on the nozzle
dimensions. The result is the selection of a core nozzle with an 1" outlet diameter and
a co-flow nozzle with a 5.5" outlet diameter.
Appropriate mixture compositions and flow rates may now be determined. At this
juncture it is appropriate to highlight the fact that many of the parameters under
consideration are dependent upon fuel properties. For example, flame length is a
function of fuel molecular weight; likewise, Reynolds number relies upon the core
mixture density and viscosity. These property values change as either the hydrogen or
the ethylene fuels are diluted with nitrogen. This effect, demonstrated in Figure 2.9,
was incorporated into the calculations.
The radiated heat calculations indicate that the use of pure hydrogen creates an
unacceptable test cell temperature rise. Mixtures with compositions of 86% hydrogen
and 14% nitrogen (6:1) or more dilute, however, are within the specified range. Pure
ethylene (and hence any diluted mixture composition) is acceptable.
Likewise, flame length considerations put constraints on fuel mixture composition.
As indicated in Figure 2.7, the flame heights generated from all hydrogen-nitrogen
compositions may be accommodated. However, the fact that the length drops from 8'
to 5' at the 10% diluted case makes the dilution alternative an attractive one. Ethylene
produces a much longer flame length. Hence, a fuel composition of ethylene diluted
with nitrogen is necessitated.
It is important to note that though both the radiated heat and flame length criteria
encourage the use of fuel dilution with nitrogen, flame stability concerns prevent
excess. The more diluted the fuel, the less stable is the diffusion flame.
The desire to have a turbulent flame, sets the acceptable lower bounds for fuel
flow speeds, provided in Figures 2.12 and 2.13, found through corresponding Reynolds
number calculations. Each mixture composition has a particular minimum value. The
situation for the momentum-driven flame criterion is similar. Obtainment of a Froude
number on the order of one hundred places a lower bound on flow speed for each
mixture composition.
The maximum flow speeds allowable are established by the radiated heat criterion,
since the amount radiated is proportional to fuel mass flow rate (Ref. 2.2.2g). The
maximum flow speeds for varying mixture composition are presented for both the
hydrogen and ethylene cases in Figures 2.12 and 2.13, respectively. Again, the flame
stability and blowoff issues (Ref. 2.2.2f) could play roles in limiting the usefulness of
high flow speeds.
2.2.4a Test-Run Quantities
Each criterion discussed places limitations on the range of test-run quantities
applicable to this experiment. This analysis was performed to provide a sense of
where in the "parametric space" of flow and composition variables this research could
be most usefully carried out. However, it should be noted that though these results
provide a reasonable reference, actual experimental conditions may allow for the
crossing of the test-run "boundaries." Tables 2.1 and 2.2 present the flow parameter
ranges for hydrogen and ethylene fuels, respectively.
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Figure 2.6 -- Diffusion Flame Length Variation With Fuel Jet Velocity
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Figure 2.7 -- Flame Lengths From Fuel-Nitrogen Mixtures
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CHAPTER 3: FACILITY DESCRIPTION AND
OPERATION
3.1 Results of the Design Procedure
The requirements and constraints associated with the facility as a whole, as well as
those relating specifically to the burner and flow control system, were discussed in
Chapter Two. The present chapter presents and explains the design choices made in
light of these restrictions. Facility operation, also affected by these requirements, is
presented as well.
3.2 The Burner Design
3.2.1 Physical Description of the Co-Annular Burner
The vertically standing burner is 38" high, with a 10" maximum outer diameter.
Its overall design, composed of a honeycomb, flow screens, and nozzles, is shown in
Figure 3.1. The air is piped through a 1" diameter inlet located at the base of the
burner. The co-flowing air stream enters a 12" high, 9.25" diameter plenum chamber,
which contains a flow straightening honeycomb located after the air inlet (Ref. 3.2.3).
The honeycomb cell diameter is 0.125". If desired, it is possible to change the
honeycomb geometry. This is possible because the honeycomb is attached to the
combustor interior by set screws, rather than by welding, and also because of the
removability of the burner base. At the end of the plenum, the air is directed into the
co-flow chamber by the parabollically shaped nose cone attached on the core tube
base. The nose cone serves to minimize the pressure loss that the air flow experiences
when it encounters the core chamber bottom. The hydrogen fuel (which may be
diluted with nitrogen) enters the burner core, having been supplied from the side of the
combustor. As the fuel and air flow in their respective chambers towards the nozzle
exits, they encounter turbulence-reducing flow screens. Since it was desirable to be
able to vary the turbulence level of the flowfield, the burner is equipped with "screen
spacers." These allow both the screen types and locations to be easily changed.
Finally, the core flow and co-flow enter the nozzles from which they exit the
burner and, thereupon, are ignited. The co-flow nozzle has a 2.7:1 contraction ratio,
while the core has a 3.8:1 contraction ratio. The co-flow nozzle contracts the airflow
from a 9" chamber diameter to a 5.5" exit diameter. The core nozzle contracts the
flow from a 1.96" core-chamber diameter to a 1" exit diameter. These nozzles are
removable. Their removal provides access to the screen spacers and the flow screens
themselves, and the interchangability of the core nozzle allows either splitter or lobe
configurations to be used, providing for mixing enhancement control. Additionally,
the contraction ratios of both the core and co-flow nozzles may be changed if needed.
Further illustrations of the combustor components may be found in Appendix A.
3.2.2 Burner Structure
The overall structure of the burner may be treated in four lengthwise segments:
first, burner base to honeycomb; second, honeycomb to core base; third, core base to
nozzle base; and fourth, nozzle base to burner exit.
The 3" long base-to-honeycomb section provides a space for the inlet air flow to
attain some flow static pressure and angle uniformity before reaching the honeycomb.
This length is three times larger than the diameter of the air inlet -- a standard
recommendation to maximize benefits from the honeycomb. The second burner
segment provides a 9" length for the post-honeycomb turbulence to dampen and the
flow to straighten. This section is 36 honeycomb cell diameters long -- appropriate
dimensioning for this dual purpose. The 18" length of the third section (i.e. the core
flow and co-flow chambers) supplies the area in which flow turbulence levels are
dictated, through the use of flow screens. Material cost and weight restricted the
length of this segment. The discussion of the fourth segment, which consists of the
nozzles, is delayed until Section 3.2.5.
The selected burner diameter dimensions meet several design requirements. It
was desired to have as large an inlet plenum chamber as possible (i.e. segments 2 and
3 described above), with limitations set by the cost and weight of the pipe used in
construction. The amount of air mass flow available was also of concern (Ref.
Chapter 2). Additionally, a sufficient co-flow nozzle contraction ratio was required
(Ref. Section 2.2.21), which also impacts the chamber diameter dimension. Likewise,
the core-flow-nozzle contraction ratio set the core-chamber diameter. These
constraints result in a plenum chamber inner diameter (ID) of 9.25", a co-flow
chamber ID of 9", and a core-flow chamber ID of 1.96".
The minimum allowable plenum chamber outer diameter (e.g. wall thickness) was
set by support requirements. The 0.375" wall thickness selected is more than
sufficient to sustain and support the 130 lb. burner. The carbon steels used in the
construction of core flow and co-flow chambers and nozzles, as well as the low flow
speed used in the experiments (Ref. Chapter 2), sufficiently alleviate concerns about
hoop stress and wall deformation. The wall thicknesses, indicated in Figures 3.3, A.1,
and A.2, were therefore established by machining requirements, product availability,
and cost.
3.2.3 The Honeycomb
A honeycomb was employed to reduce swirl and turbulence levels. Undesirable
characteristics associated with honeycomb usage involve "cell stall" and small-scale
turbulence shedding. Cell-stall and its corresponding pressure loss occurs with large
flow yaw angles (Mehta and Bradshaw, 1979). To help alleviate this affect, the
honeycomb was installed 3" downstream from the air inlet, in order to provide the air
flow with space to partially straighten.
As for honeycomb construction, it has been shown (Mehta and Bradshaw, 1979)
that honeycomb cell length should be 6-8 times the cell diameter for optimum benefit.
The dimensions present in the combustor are 0.125" cell size and 0.25" cell length, in
accordance with this design specification.
3.2.4 Flow Screens
The flow screens used in this research are constructed of 308 stainless steel wire
interwoven into a square mesh. Flow screens were incorporated into the co-annular
combustor design as turbulence scale and intensity reduction mechanisms. Upstream
turbulence may be controlled by changing the screen mesh and placement.
Screen performance is typically described by two parameters: the pressure drop
coefficient K and the deflection coefficient a. Both are functions of the flow
incidence angle 0 and the screen open area ratio (i.e. porosity) [3. Since the screens
see perpendicularly oncoming flow, a is of little significance in this experiment.
The values for the screening used in these specific experiments are listed in Table
3.1; the justification of their selection follows.
Flow screens are used with the objective of obtaining a uniform velocity profile.
This is achieved by imposing a static pressure drop (which is proportional to the
upstream speed squared). The flow characteristics in the immediate downstream
vicinity are significantly different from the rest of the flow field. Most importantly,
this particular region contains small scale turbulence of substantially higher levels than
that of the unmanipulated flow. This, as explained by Laws and Livesey (1978), is the
resulting combination of three separate turbulence profiles due to: screen generated
turbulence, the passage of upstream turbulence through the screen, and shear generated
turbulence produced by the wire wakes. This phenomenon motivated the selection of
18" high core and co-flow chambers. This allows for the use of several screens in the
chambers with enough space provided for each turbulence decay region (15 - 25 mesh
widths). Within this region, recovery from the static pressure perturbation and
turbulence increase occurs. The upper bound on the chambers' heights was dictated
by cost and by a desire to prevent unnecessary boundary layer growth within the core
and co-flow areas.
Care was also taken to avoid the onset of jet coalescence. This phenomenon
results in the production of trailing vortices in the downstream flow, introducing
non-negligible effects on the flow characteristics. Jet coalescence prevention is
twofold. First, only screen porosities less than 0.57 should be used (Laws and
Livesey, 1978). This in turn implies a resistance coefficient K of less than 2.8 for
uniformity. From this, the second preventive measure arises -- the use of multiple
screens to obtain a particular pressure drop.
It has been shown (Groth and Johansson, 1988) that maximum turbulence
reduction for a given total-pressure drop occurs with the use of cascaded screen
combinations, the coarsest screen being upstream. This may also be discussed in
terms of another parameter -- Re.,, wherein:
e Ud
Values of Re,,,, above 40 are considered supercritical: below, subcritical.
Combinations of supercritical screens provide more turbulence suppression with less
pressure drop penalty (AP 3t). Values in the context of this experiment are:
for upstream screen, with wire diameter = 0.254 mm: Re,,, = 44
APstaJK = 5.4
for downstream screen, with wire diameter = 0.114 mm: Re ,,,= 20
APJK = 7.5
Lastly, it should be noted that mesh nonuniformities and perturbations in the
planar placement of the screen both cause irregularities in the local flow parameters
thereby enhancing the coalescence process. With the use of clean, well-machined
screening, filtered flow and a carefully designed screen holder, concern over these
issues is satisfactorily alleviated.
3.2.5 Nozzle Design
The core and co-flow nozzles are necessitated by both the practical and physical
requirements of this enhanced mixing study. The nozzles house the final 8" of flow
length, guiding the streams from the burner to the external combustion area. Both are
made of 316 stainless steel, providing smooth surface machinability and a safeguard
against flame thermal effects. The most practical aspect of the nozzles lies in their
interchangability. Each nozzle is attached to the burner by set screws, which allows
for secure placement during testing but also for easy removal during experimental
set-up. This feature is essential for the core nozzle, wherein the lobed nozzle and
splitter nozzle must be exchanged. As discussed in Section 2.2.2i, the nozzles were
designed to have contraction ratios of 2.7:1 for the co-flow nozzle, and 3.8:1 for the
core flow nozzle.
The decision to utilize linear contractions was based on two facts: one, this
design is easier to machine than a contraction-to-straight-segment configuration,
illustrated in Figure 3.2b; two, others, such as Hermanson (1994) and Hammer
(1993), have employed linearly contracting nozzles in reacting-flow mixing studies and
turbulent flame research, respectively. Hammer justifies the use of a 15 degree half
angle taper in order to reduce disturbances to the entrained flow near the exit.
However, using nozzles without a straight segment at the outlet does introduce
angularity into the flow, as shown in Figure 3.2a. Directing the flow inward in this
manner could adversely affect the flowfield for these experiments. Flow angularity
should be considered when examining mixing augmentation results. If necessary, the
nozzles should be altered or replaced to resemble the type illustrated in Figure 3.2a, in
order to eliminate undesirable flow angularity effects.
A lobed configuration was designed only for the core nozzle, since it is the
interface between the fuel core flow and air co-flow which is of concern in this
mixing research. The baseline and lobed nozzles are illustrated in Figures 3.3 and 3.4,
respectively. Every effort was made to make the baseline and lobed nozzles the same
in all respects except, of course, for the exit geometries. Hence, their contraction
ratios, wall thicknesses, etc., are equal until 7.15" downstream from the nozzle
entrance. At this point, while the baseline nozzle continues to smoothly contract to
form a 1.00" diameter exit, in the opposing case it is here that the lobes begin to
penetrate into the flow. However, the wall thickness of the lobed region tapers to the
same exit thickness of the baseline case. The trailing edge wall thickness is
approximately ten-thousandths of an inch; for the hydrogen flow speeds of concern
(Ref. 2.4) in these experiments, this trailing edge thickness is of sufficient size to
function as a flameholder (Ref. 2.2.2f).
The lobes were designed according to the specifications suggested by Greitzer
(1994), Tew (1994), and Fung (1994), and also has similarities to some lobed nozzles
used in the Ohio State mixing studies (1994). The resulting design is a six-lobed,
axisymmetric configuration, shown in Figure 3.5. There was concern (with respect to
experimentation) that four lobes would not perturb the flowfield enough; on the other
hand, eight lobes could cause detrimental interference between the vortex fields
generated by neighboring lobes. The lobes have a 15 degree angle of incidence,
which Tew characterizes as "somewhat aggressive." This angle is measured from the
centerline of the contracting nozzle wall (Ref. Figure 3.4). This was done to make the
original baseline 1.00" nozzle exit lie at the midplane between the lobes' troughs and
peaks. At the nozzle exit, the lobes penetrate 0.25" into the core flow and likewise
0.25" into the co-flow, compared with the original baseline geometry. The lobe height
(trough-to-peak) is 2/3 of the lobe wavelength (peak-to-peak).
3.3 The Flow System Design
3.3.1 Physical Description of the Flow System
The underlying design philosophy was to build an easily-operated, flexible, and
safe system for performing reacting flow tests. The flow control system was designed
to deliver either pure hydrogen (H) or a hydrogen-nitrogen (H2-N2) combination to the
combustor core (though other fuels, like gaseous hydrocarbons, may be used), and to
bring air to the co-flow region of the burner in monitored, controlled amounts. Only
one person is required to operate the facility.
Air is supplied by a 1" line which accesses the 2.75" shop air pipeline. The H2
and N2 are fed through 1/4" stainless steel tubing originating from tanks located in the
ante-chamber (Figure 3.6). The gas tanks are housed in a compressed gas cabinet in
order to both minimize unauthorized access and to place the hydrogen in an isolated
vented environment. The H2, N2, and air flows are monitored and controlled by the
operator in the control room adjacent to the test cell to eliminate any contact between
the operator and the hydrogen gas. Combustion is observed through the viewing
window located between the control room and test cell.
Supporting hardware includes: regulators, check valves, relief valves, solenoid
valves, filters, mass flow controllers, mass flowmeter, flash arrestor, and spark igniter.
Equipment layout is illustrated in Figure 3.7. Several components are discussed in this
chapter; for complete specifications, refer to Appendix C.
3.3.2 Flow System Safety Features
Several precautions were taken to ensure safe hydrogen usage:
(a) secure gas lines -- minimal connections, only Swagelok connectors used
(b) sufficient ventilation -- 12 test cell air changes per minute
(c) purging -- prevents unaccounted for H2 in the lines or regulator
(d) fail-safe H2 supply -- no solenoid valve through which hydrogen flows may open
unless N-1 opens as well. Hence, no fuel access is possible without the purge
diluent gas available as well.
(e) availability of Nz for purging -- A log is kept, recording how much N2 has been
used (and therefore how much remains) to ensure that enough Nz is left for
testing and purging. Additionally, the Nz regulator is permanently set at a level
high enough for purging. The Nz MFC detects the purge mass flow rate.
(f) key switch -- restricts H2 and N2 usage to authorized tests.
Some hardware components in the combustion facility gas flow system deserve
special mention with reference to safety precautions. First, explosion-proof solenoid
valves were chosen to direct the flow because of their inherent safety features. They
require dual failure to leak -- the outer casing must crack and the coil must fail. As
another safety feature, numerous check valves were included throughout the system to
prevent hydrogen contamination of either the nitrogen or air lines. In the same light,
the purpose of the flash arrestor is to stop the gas supply in the event of flame
flashback, and it also extinguishes the flame. This prevents the flame from
propagating down system lines, potentially reaching the hydrogen regulator and
causing an explosion. Relief valves were provided on both compressed gas lines as a
measure against line over-pressurization. The ball valve provides a manual means of
emergency gas shut-off.
Another facet of the facility hardware that deserves mention is the hydrogen
regulator and tee purge assembly combination. The tee purge was added the make the
hydrogen bottle changing process a safer one. Its inclusion allows the hydrogen
regulator to be purged both before and after bottle changeover. This ensures that any
entering impurities (potentially hazardous or otherwise) are removed from the
hydrogen regulator before testing and that the operator is not exposed to any
hydrogen during the bottle exchange. This procedure is necessitated by the fact that
the regulator may admit air or moisture and may release residual hydrogen during
cylinder exchange. The tee operation is explained in the cylinder exchange procedure
(Ref. 3.3.6).
3.3.3 Regulation Within the Flow System
The mass flow controllers play an integral part in the system operation; therefore
some discussion of their features is merited. First, it should be said that the use of the
volumetric-type flowmeters (i.e.: rotameters, flow turbines, etc.) was avoided. They
require correction for temperature and pressure changes, and are difficult to adapt to
closed loop control systems. Additionally, remote access is not a standard option with
rotameters. Also, this would force the operator to enter the testing area and manually
record the flow measurements, introducing another possible error source, as well as
exposing the operator to the flame. As a result, the accuracy, reliability, and
convenience of direct mass flow controllers substantiated their implementation into the
flow system.
Teledyne-Hastings HFC-54-202F MFC's provide individual control of both the
hydrogen and nitrogen gas streams. These are thermal MFC's, which infer the mass
flow from the gas thermal properties (Figure C.7b). The key element of operation is a
heated capillary tube with two temperature sensors attached to it. Heat (generated by
an externally wound resistance) is transferred to the gas from the heated tube. This
reduces the tube temperature at T1, the upstream temperature sensor. When the gas
leaves the tube, heat is transferred from the gas to the tube, the result of being
preheated by-the-upstream sensor. Thus, the tube temperature increases at T2, the
downstream sensor. The temperature differential between the two sensors is
measured by a Wheatstone bridge circuit and is directly proportional to the mass flow
rate of the gas. The overall operating procedure consists of measuring the flow to
determine if the flow rate matches the set value, and, if not, correcting it. This
process is automated by the control circuitry and integral control valve (a proportional
solenoid valve). The former is responsible for comparing the actual flow signal from
the MFC to a reference signal representing the desired flow rate. For mismatching
signals, the difference is amplified by the circuitry and sent to the proportional control
valve. The valve either increases or decreases the flow rate until the signals are
matched. The proportional control of the valve is provided through the solenoid's
electromagnetic field--by controlling the EM field, the valve's plunge may be
positioned precisely.
Due to the 1" diameter of the air line as opposed to the 1/4" diameter of the
hydrogen and nitrogen lines, a Teledyne-Hastings HOP-54-227A orifice plate mass
flowmeter (Figure C.8b) was selected to measure the air mass flow rate. This
configuration employs a small bypass orifice in parallel with the main orifice. The
flow is divided in proportion to the areas of the two orifices. A thermal MFC
(operation principles explained above) is in series with the small orifice, and the
mainline mass flow rate is calculated as a function of the area ratio between the two
separate means of air flow control was implemented through the air line regulator
(Fisher, Type 92C). This pressure-loaded regulator works in conjunction with a
remote, adjustable loading regulator. The loading regulator is accessible in the control
room, providing the operator with controlling power while the flowmeter accurately
provides a measure of the flow rate.
3.3.4 Control of the Flow System
Due to the unconfined combustor flame and the use of hazardous materials (e.g.:
hydrogen or other fuels), the flow control system was designed to have testing
conducted remotely in the control room adjacent to the test cell. At no point should
the facility operator have to come in contact with the flame or hydrogen. The control
panel which is used to initiate and stop testing is illustrated in Figure 3.8. The mass
flow controllers and the air flowmeter provide a direct display, so the operator may
monitor all flow rates from within the control room. Even if the flame is not visible
to the naked eye (e.g.: hydrogen flames) an ultraviolet flame detector is used with the
experimental sequence to determine successful ignition and stability; the detector
automatically initiates appropriate experimental procedures.
Importantly, in addition to the facility being remotely operable, it is also
completely operational by only a single person.
3.3.5 Ignition
The ignition procedure was incorporated into the flow system operations as an
automatic and timed routine. This method prevents ignition from occurring at an
inappropriate point in the test-run; it is also much safer than manually lighting the
gases in the test-cell. The ignition mechanism, illustrated in Figure 3.9, is composed
of a spark igniter attached to the tip of a pneumatic arm. This combination is placed
such that when activated, the spark igniter lies one inch directly above the core nozzle
outlet.
Facility air, controlled by a solenoid valve, initiates ignition by providing air flow
to activate the pneumatic arm. After the arm swings the spark igniter over the core
nozzle, the spark igniter is energized. The arm and igniter remain in this position until
either a flame is detected or the ignition-fault stop procedure begins. In either case,
the spark igniter is de-energized and the solenoid valve cuts off the air supply, causing
the arm to retract.
3.3.6 System Operation
Before testing begins, the pre-run checklist, provided in Figure 3.10, must be
completed. Test runs are initiated in the control room. Initially, the solenoid valves
are all closed. The MFC's (mass flow controllers) are open, and the manual valve is
to be kept permanently open. Largely automated to permit one-person operation, the
run procedure is described below.
To start:
-when the DC power is turned on during the last step of the
pre-run procedure, valve N-1 opens.
Next, two options exist: cold flow test or combusting flow test. The valve sequencing
is the same for both cases, but in the combusting flow test the spark igniter and flame
detector are used. Thus, it suffices to focus on the combustion run case. This
procedure involves:
-system purge pressed
-purge of the H2 line with Nz occurs, opening valves
N-3, N-5, N-6, H-2, H-3 for 5 seconds, after which
they close
-start pressed
-valves H-1, H-2, H-3 open, providing the burner with Hz
-ignition attempts begin.
The ignition attempts have two possible outcomes. If no flame is detected for 10
seconds, the stop procedure is initiated. If combustion occurs:
-N2 and/or air may be supplied to the burner as desired by pressing the
appropriate buttons (i.e. press N2 feed button to add N2 to the
core flow).
For the test run to end, one of two possibilities occurs:
-if the flame blows out (not detected for 5 seconds), the system attempts a
reignition. If this fails, the system automatically goes to the stop procedure.
-if it is desired to end the run, the stop button is pressed.
Now, the stop procedure is:
-H2, N2, and air addition stop since valves H-1, H-2,
H-3, N-2, A-1 all close.
Two alternatives now exist: one, purge and resume testing; two, shutdown.
-To continue testing: the system purge button is pressed, purge
occurs, and the sequence follows as listed above.
-To shutdown: by pressing the stop button, a purge begins,
opening valves N-3, N-5, N-6 , H-2 and H-3 open to purge the H2
line. After 5 seconds, these 5 valves close.
The run is now complete.
It should be noted that a special procedure exists to purge the Hz regulator before
and after cylinder exchange. The regulator is not purged after each run because it is
unnecessary unless the bottles are being changed. The procedure is:
-manual tee purge assembly valve opened
-press hydrogen regulator purge button, opening N-1, N-3, N-4, H-1
for 10 seconds, providing the Nz with which the H2 regulator is
purged
-cylinder is manually replaced
-press hydrogen regulator purge button again to re-purge the regulator
(contaminants might have entered the regulator during changeover)
-tee purge valve closed.
The Hz bottle exchange is complete.

























H2 -- BURNER/BASE ATTACHMENT PIECE
(4 PIECES)
H3 - BOLT
H4 -- SET SCREW
H5 - " "
H6 - THREADED INLET FOR 1" PIPE
H7 - HONEYCOMB
H8 - PARABOLIC CORE BASE
H9 - CORE SUPPORT ROD
(5 pieces)
H10 - 1/4" TUBE WITH 90 DEG BEND @ END
H11 -- CORE BOTTOM
H12 - CYLINDER, WALL C
H13 -- CYLINDER, WALL A
HI14- CYLINDER, WALL 1
H15 - FLOW SCREEN - CO-FLOW
HI6 - FLOW SCREEN - CORE
H17 - FLOW SCREEN - CO-FLOW
H18 -- FLOW SCREEN -- CORE
H19 -- SET SCREW
1H20 - " "
H21 - " "
H22 - "
H23 - CO-FLOW NOZZLE
H24 - CORE NOZZLE
H25 - CYLINDER, WALL 2
H26 - CYLINDER, WALL B
H27 -- CYLINDER, WALL 3
H28 - BOLT
H28





Table 3.1 -- Screen Meshes Available for Experimental Use













* denotes values used in present work
Figure 3.2a -- Contracted Nozzle
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Figure 3.3 -- Core Nozzle Diagram
















Fiaure 3.5-- Lobe Structure of the Lobed Core Nozzle
(Section D-D Of Figure 3.3)
EXHAUST FUME HOOD, 34" diameter
Figure 3.6 -- Facility Layout














WITH TEE PURGE ASSEMBLY PRESSURE REGULATOR






































Figure 3.9 -- Spark Igniter Configuration
Pre-Run Checklist
1) Check the nitrogen and hydrogen cylinders to make sure that enough gas remains
for testing and purging. The pressure regulators should read at least 125 psi for the
hydrogen cylinder and 125 psi for the nitrogen cylinder.
2) Check that the air regulator is set appropriately. For a typical test, the regulator
should be set at 60 psi.
3) Place appropriate flow screens into burner, if desired.
4) Place the appropriate nozzle configuration (i.e.: either lobed or baseline) onto
burner.
5) Check that the exhaust vent cover is off.
6) Plug in the DC power line from the blue wall cabinet.
7) Plug in air line power supply.
8) Turn yellow handle on the air supply line, in order to provide for igniter pneumatic
operation.
9) Check that the manual ball valve is open.
10) Close the test-cell and ante-chamber doors.
11) Open the air supply line with the handle located in the wind-tunnel room.
12) From the control box, turn on AC power and controller power.
13) Turn on the flow controller power supply.
14) Turn on the H2, N2, and air switches on the flow controller power supply.
15) Turn on DC power with key.
Once these steps have been completed, the facility is ready for testing. The post-run
procedure follows the pre-run checklist, with the steps in reverse order.
Figure 3.10 -- Pre-Run Checklist
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CHAPTER 4: FACILITY TEST AND
EVALUATION
4.1 Facility Testing Summary
The capabilities of the facility for mixing research depend upon the availability of a
wide range of flow rates for the fuel, diluent, and co-flow. Additionally, it is required to
have a variety of combinations of these three parameters for which combustion is possible.
This section will present the operational ranges of the facility. Analysis of this data with
respect to future mixing augmentation experiments will be presented in Section 4.2. This
analysis demonstrates that the fluid flow rates obtained in the facility are below the desired
levels for the enhanced mixing research.
Flow rates are measured by the mass flow meters, and are displayed in the control
room. Both the hydrogen and nitrogen flow controllers are rated by the company to
provide a range of 0-30 SLPM (accuracy and linearity, +/- 1% F.S.; repeatability, < 0.1%
F.S.); the air flowmeter is specified to handle 0-1416 SLPM (accuracy and linearity, 2%
(F.S.); repeatability, 0.2% F.S.). When the power supply is turned on, the actual values
were 0.4 SLPM, 0.5 SLPM, and 71 SLPM for the hydrogen, nitrogen, and air flows,
respectively. To determine the upper bounds of each of the fluids, the start procedure was
initiated with two of the gas supplies closed and one open. The flow rate for the opened
supply was recorded, and then this procedure was repeated for the other two fluids.
The flow compositions and flow rates for which combustion occurs are presented in
Tables 4.2 - 4.4. Throughout this data collection, a mixture was considered to be
"combustible" and suitable for reacting flow experimentation if the flame held for at least
sixty seconds. First considering just the core flow with no co-flowing air, it was found
that pure hydrogen has a combustion range from its maximum flow possible, 30 SLPM
nominally, down to approximately 2 SLPM (Table 4.1). Five data points were then
selected from within this range (30, 20, 15, 10, 5 SLPM) to be diluted over the full range
of nitrogen mass flow available. This was done by initiating the start procedure, setting
the hydrogen flow controller at a fixed value (one of the five points), and then varying the
nitrogen flow rate until either flameout or 30 SLPM was reached. Clearly, changing the
nitrogen flow rate with a fixed value of hydrogen in this way is equivalent to varying the
level of nitrogen dilution in the H2 -N2 mixture. It was found that for 30, 20, 15, and 10
SLPM of hydrogen, combination with the maximum range of nitrogen diluent (from 0 to
30 SLPM) was combustible (Table 4.2). However, at 5 SLPM hydrogen, flameout was
encountered with nitrogen addition. This test point (5 SLPM H2 ) was examined three
times, resulting in flameout with 16.5, 14.4, and 13.9 SLPM of nitrogen. This small
variance could be the result of a number of factors, such as test-cell environment changes,
etc.
Combustibility ranges of pure hydrogen core flow with air co-flow are presented in
Table 4.3. Again, five hydrogen mass flow rates were selected (30, 20, 15, 10, 5), and the
air was supplied to the co-flow region of the burner with each of these hydrogen mass
flows in the core, taking each point at a time. Each of the five hydrogen flow rates
examined were able to retain combustibility for the full range of air flow possible, which is
controlled by the regulator in the control room. It should be noted that the air flowmeter
is rated only to 1416 SLPM of air; any signal generated by an airflow above this
maximum value is nonlinear and is thus not as reliable as within the 0-1416 SLPM range.
The maximum values displayed by the air flowmeter were recorded; however, analysis will
only be performed on air flow data up to 1416 SLPM.
Diluted hydrogen mixtures were also subjected to co-flowing air. For each of the five
hydrogen mass flow rates (30, 20, 15, 10, 5 SLPM), nitrogen diluent was added in at least
three amounts (30, 15, 5 SLPM). For a hydrogen-nitrogen combination, the air co-flow
was present for the full airflow range possible before flameout or maximum airflow
conditions. As shown in Table 4.4a, hydrogen flowing at 30, 20, 15, and 10 SLPM can
handle full nitrogen dilution (i.e.: up to 30 SLPM) and full air co-flow (i.e.: more than
1416 SLPM). However, 5 SLPM of hydrogen is combustible for the full range of air co-
flow only with minimum diluent (5 SLPM of nitrogen). For the same hydrogen flow rate,
dilution with 10 SLPM of nitrogen experiences flameout with 235 SLPM of air. These
hydrogen-nitrogen-air combinations were then repeated, but with the air at fixed flow
(1416 SLPM) and the nitrogen being varied. Again, full dilution and full air co-flow was
combustible with 30, 20, 15, and 10 SLPM of air; flameout was encountered with 5
SLPM of hydrogen, 1416 SLPM of air and between approximately 13-14 SLPM of
nitrogen diluting the hydrogen flow (Table 4.4b).
Hence, except for low-hydrogen flow cases, the facility provides combustible
mixtures over the widest range of flow rates available from the mass flow meters
themselves. Section 4.2 presents an analysis of this data with respect to the design criteria
outlined in Chapter Two.
4.2 Test Evaluation
As established in Section 4.1, the range of combustible mixtures available is large,
though it is within the confines of the upper and lower limits set by the facility hardware.
The applicability and usefulness of this range for mixing augmentation studies must now
be examined. In Chapter Two of this thesis, several experimental requirements were
introduced and discussed; this section will compare the conditions actually obtained with
the facility to the design goals indicated in the previous chapter.
The mass flow rates of the fuel, diluent, and air generated by the facility are the keys
to successful mixing studies. It is desired to have turbulent flow, for reasons including:
proper representation of flow conditions present in practical applications, minimization of
boundary layer thickness in the lobes, and generation of momentum-driven flames. From -
the maximum mass flow rates obtainable with the mass flow controllers/meters installed in
the facility (30 SLPM, 30 SLPM, and 1416 SLPM for the hydrogen, nitrogen, and air,




As demonstrated in Chapter Two, turbulence conditions require flow speeds for the
hydrogen and nitrogen on the order of 10 m/s; correspondingly, the air flow rate must be
on this same order. Clearly, this value is not reached in the facility. Explanation lies in
the designer's original motivation behind the selection of the mass flow controllers.
Rather than basing the flow rate requirement on the 1" diameter outlet of the burner,
calculations were performed with the 1/4" diameter of the tubing. The flow rates
generated by the 1" outlet are approximately sixteen times smaller than those generated by
the 1/4" line. A further complication is that the same calculation error was performed with
the air line -- flow rates were improperly based on the 1" inner diameter of the pipe, rather
than the outlet co-annular dimensions of the burner.
As a result of the low flow rates available, the flame produced is laminar, rather than
turbulent, as previously expected. Accordingly, these flame lengths do not follow
Hawthorne's turbulent flame length equation (Ref. 2.2.2h). However, these laminar
flames do clearly exhibit the trend that the more fuel flow feeding the flame, the longer the
flames are. Turbulent flames display no dependence on fuel flow rate (Ref. Figure 2.6).
Further consequences of the low flow rates provided by the facility are the
corresponding low Reynolds numbers and Froude numbers of the flows. It was desired
to be in the turbulent regime, characterized by Reynolds numbers above the critical 3500
(Ref. 2.2.h), and to have flow Froude numbers on the order of one hundred. Even the
highest values obtainable with the facility are much lower than these minimum standards.
Results using the facility flow rates are presented in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
One advantage to using lower speeds in this experiment is that flame liftoff is not
experienced for any combustible hydrogen-nitrogen-air combination (Ref. 4.1).
Additionally, temperature rise in the test-cell during current experimentation is minimal --
the operator is able to stand next to the flame without any discomfort. This was not the
case with the temperature rises expected from burning higher hydrogen mass flows (Ref.
2.2.2g). It should be noted that the core nozzle tip does get very hot (it is being scorched)
and should be checked occasionally for damage.
In order to fully examine mixing enhancement to the degree and with the applicability
that this facility was originally intended to provide, the current mass flow controllers for
the hydrogen and nitrogen lines, as well as the air flowmeter, will have to be replaced with
hardware which can provide sufficient mass flow (Ref. 5.2). However, the facility in its
current state is able to provide a source for laminar mixing flow research (if buoyancy is
not a concern; Ref. 2.2.2j). It also provides data concerning combustibility of various
hydrogen-nitrogen mixture combinations, both with and without co-flow. Photographs of
two of these laminar flame situations are presented in Figure 4.3.
4.3 Recommendations Concerning Facility Operation
There are several facts about the facility and its operation which merit special
mention; they are listed below.
1) It is the hydrogen mass flow controller which is used in the purge cycle, not the
nitrogen mass flow controller. Currently, the mass flow controllers may be closed by
flipping their control switches to "closed" (Ref. 5.2). Therefore, until this situation is
rectified, care should be taken to make sure that the hydrogen mass flow controller is
never in the closed position during purging.
2) The tee-purge assembly should be turned to "open" in order to purge the hydrogen
regulator. However, during testing, flow passage through the tee purge combination is
safely blocked twofold by the closure of solenoids N-3 and N-4. Hence, it is harmless and
more convenient to always leave the tee-purge set to "open."
3) When valves are opening, if a distinct "humming" sound is heard (it can be heard both
in the ante-chamber and the control room), a solenoid valve is trying to open but is stuck.
One can determine which is the stuck solenoid by its vibrations as it is trying to force itself
to open. Once, the troublesome valve has been found, simply tapping its wires or
reaffirming a sufficient ground can solve the problem. Valve H-3 is particularly
temperamental. Alternatively, the installation of pressure switches (Ref. 5.2), would
provide a safer and more precise means to detect valve closure.
4) The flame detector should be angled directly at the core nozzle outlet for optimum
performance.
5) The flame detector has a "safe start" feature in which the combustion safeguard will be
tripped if the sensor detects a flame immediately after energizing. The benefit is that this
prevents the facility from feeding fuel to the test-cell if there is a room fire. However, the
sensor is very sensitive. If the facility (and therefore the detector) is warmed after a long
period of testing, the sensor sometimes mistakenly "sees" a flame, and prevents the test
run from beginning. One just has to wait a minute for the sensor to cool, and then reset
the combustion safeguard.
6) The flame detector does not seem to be tripped by the test-cell or control room lights.
7) Often the first ignition attempt fails during a test run because of residual nitrogen purge
gas remaining in the 1/4" line and in the burner. If this occurs, just press the reset button -
on the combustion safeguard, and the spark igniter tries to light the fuel again. To date,
ignition has always occurred with a second ignition attempt.
8) When "stop" is pressed, fuel flow to the burner is automatically shut down and a purge
begins. Often the residual hydrogen which is being purged out of the system will ignite
during the first stage of nitrogen addition. It is believed that the high local temperatures at
the core outlet cause this autoignition of the hydrogen.
9) Note that if the flame goes out during a test run, the spark igniter will energize and
attempt to reignite the flame. If this too fails, then flow to the burner ceases
automatically.
10) Several times, the hydrogen has been observed not to flow. To solve this problem,
the Swagelok junction at the hydrogen regulator exit was loosened and the line bled in
order to relieve the back pressure.
11) There is a lag between the time of display, and therefore the values displayed, of the
flowmeters' readings and the actual conditions at the burner outlet. This results from the
inherent operation of the flowmeters.
12) The air flowmeter is accurate to +/-2% of its full scale, within a range of 0 to 1416
SLPM. However, higher airflow is available in the facility, which pushes the flowmeter
readings above this limit, with a maximum at approximately 3115 SLPM. Above 1416
SLPM, the readings fluctuate significantly, and since the response is no longer linear,
readings above this limit should not be relied upon as accurate.
13) If one turns off the system (e.g., switching DC power off, etc.) under ignition fault
status, the combustion safeguard will still have to be reset before the next test run is
allowed to begin.
14) Sometimes a loud screeching or banging noise is heard in the control room. It is
believed the main facility air feed pipe is setting off a resonant frequency of the that pipe
itself or of a nearby pipe or object.
15) During typical testing (i.e.: experimenting, purging, diluting), the nitrogen and
hydrogen bottles provide approximately six hours of testing time.
Table 4.1 Flow Speeds Of Hydrogen For Which Combustion Occurs
hydrogen flow speed (m/s)
minimum maximum speed available
run #1 0.063 0.99
run #2 0.069 0.99
run #3 0.069 0.99





























Table 4.3 Combinations Of Hydrogen Core Flow and Air Co-Flow
For Which Combustion Occurs;
No Nitrogen Diluent
































Hydrogen-Nitrogen Core Flow Mixtures With Air Co-Flow
For Which Combustion Occurs;
Air Flow Being Varied
v nitrogen mole fraction air flow speed (m/s















































* --------------- no ignition (5 attempts)
** 0.078 0.26
0.078 3.6
* 0.74 was the cut-off for dilution
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Figure 4.2 -- Froude Numbers Obtained Using Facility-Generated Flow Rates
And Mixtures
Hydrogen Core Flow with Air Co-Flow Hydrogen Core Flow with No Air Co-Flow




A testing facility for the study of reacting-flow mixing enhancement by lobed
mixers has been constructed. Requirements and constraints concerning both
experimental and hardware issues were accounted for in the facility design.
Operational ranges suitable for this mixing augmentation research were determined.
The results were:
(1) A co-annular combustor was built; the interchangability of the core nozzle
between lobed and splitter geometries allows for either enhanced or baseline mixing
tests.
(2) A one-person operable, largely automated flow-control facility was constructed. It
provides the burner with a fuel-diluent core flow and an air co-flow. Mixture
compositions and flow rates are remotely controlled by the operator.
(3) The facility operational ranges of experimental parameters applicable to mixing
research were determined and compared to desired testing conditions. It was seen that
the mass flow rates generated by the facility are too low.
5.2 Recommendations for Future Work
1) A solenoid valve should be placed far downstream the 1/4" fuel tube, right before
the flash arrestor. This would serve as a means to cut off fuel flow to the burner
faster than the upstream solenoid valves are currently able to. Installation would
involve cutting the tubing and using Swagelok connectors to attach the solenoid valve
to the 1/4" line. The same type of solenoid valve currently in use for H2-N, control
(Ref. C.1) would be suitable for this application.
2) A small light must be installed on the side of the control box near the power
supply. This will enable the operator to clearly see the flowmeter display during
testing even when the control room lights are off. The light should be on during
testing as a safety measure, since it is imperative that the N2 purge flow rate be
monitored.
3) Pressure switches need to be placed along the 1/4" line. They will provide proof
of flow (most importantly of the purging N2 gas). They also supply an indication of
line pressure, which could be useful in characterizing and analyzing the flow.
Installation requires removing some of the existing two-port Swagelok connectors and
replacing them with 3-way tees. The pressure switch could then access the 1/4" line
by the third extra port in the junction.
A drawback to this arrangement is that the line would have to be "blown out"
after the lines are pressurized during a test, in order to relieve the line of existing
pressure and reset the switches.
4) An easier way to conduct cold-flow testing should be devised. Currently, a small
candle flame must be placed in front of the flame detector after the test-run has been
initiated. Otherwise, the no-flame condition will signal an "ignition fault" to the
combustion safeguard, which in turns initiates the stop procedure. This is a circuitry
issue, which should incorporate a "cold-flow" option on the control box panel that
bypasses the flame detector and ignition fault sequence.
5) Eventually the burner stand will have to be replaced or modified to provide
traversing capabilities for diagnostic surveys. It should utilize a stepper-motor which
could be controlled by the computer in the control room.
6) As discussed in Chapter 4, to achieve fuel flow stream exit velocities on the order
of 10 m/s, mass flow controllers with larger capacities (i.e.: 0-400 SLPM) than those
of the mass flow controllers currently used (with range 0-30 SLPM) have to be
employed. Teledyne-Hastings model HFC-203D is recommended; it provides 0-500
SLPM and may be used in conjunction with the flowmeter power supply already
installed in the facility. However, this model has 1/2" Swagelok ports; therefore
reducers must be attached to connect these controllers to the existing 1/4" line.
7) The flowmeter power supply has an open/auto/close switch for each channel.
These switches may be easily flipped during testing. Though it is inconvenient if one
inadvertently changes the hydrogen and/or air switches to "close" during testing, it is
potentially dangerous if this is done on the nitrogen channel. Purging is impossible in
the "closed" mode, since the valve is completely shut. Likewise, the flowmeter
control box has a main on/off power switch, which is active during testing. Turning
off the unit de-energizes the mass flow controllers, thereby preventing flow. Hence, a
purge cycle could be interrupted simply by turning off the flowmeter power supply.
As a result, the mass flow controllers must be bypassed during purging to reinstate
a failsafe purging procedure. This could be done through the hardware, installing
tubing which would avoid the nitrogen mass flow controller during purging only,
rejoining with the existing tubing immediately downstream of the mass flow
controller. The problem could also be solved electrically, by adding the circuitry
necessary to override the "close" or "auto" switch options on the nitrogen channel
when a purge procedure is initiated.
As an additional safety mechanism, alarms may be added to the mass flow
controllers and the flow meter to signal high and low set points as a percent of full
scale. Teledyne-Hastings model AL-1 works in conjunction with the facility meters
and any 0-5 VDC input signal.
8) Eventually, it might be deemed necessary to purge the hydrogen relief lines. This
requirement was accounted for in the solenoid valve set-up, but due to time
constraints, the sequence was never implemented into the wiring. It is suggested that
a "full purge" option button be installed on the control panel. When pressed, valves
N-2, N-3, N-4, H-i, H-2, and H-3 would be closed and N-1, N-3, N-5, and N-6 would
be open. The nitrogen purge flow would be blocked at H-2, which would cause the
relief valve immediately upstream of H-2 to open, allowing the nitrogen to purge the
relief valve line. After several seconds, H-2 and H-3 would open, thereby relieving
the excessive line pressure and allowing the relief valve to close.
Currently, the maximum pressure differential of valve H-2 is 90 psi; this should be
taken into account when setting the relief valve opening pressure for the specific
nitrogen regulator setting in use.
9) At this point, the hydrogen regulator purge procedure does not operate optimally.
The motivation for its inclusion was to provide a means to purge the hydrogen
regulator with nitrogen both before and after hydrogen bottle replacement. The
procedure calls for N-2, N-5, and N-6 to be closed; N-1, N-4, H-1, H-2, and H-3
should be open. This directs the nitrogen through the hydrogen regulator and then
down the 1/4" tubing. Currently, valve H-1, H-2, and H-3 remain closed during this
procedure, forcing the operator to break the line connection to the hydrogen regulator
and bleed out he hydrogen into gas cabinet. This unnecessarily exposes the operator
to hydrogen.
Two solutions are presented. One, by opening H-1, the hydrogen could be vented
out the relief line. Two, following the designer's original intention, H-1, H-2, and H-
3 should open during the regulator purge, which would sent the residual hydrogen
downstream and out into the test-cell exhaust tube. The latter method does not require
the relief valve to be "blown," eliminating any concerns about sufficient pressure
settings on the relief valve.
100
10) The nitrogen mass flow controller can be "slaved" to the hydrogen mass flow
controller, i.e., a fixed ratio of nitrogen to hydrogen can be maintained. This requires
altering some of the present electrical work. The output of the hydrogen flow
controller is used as the reference voltage for the set-point potentiometer of the
nitrogen flow controller. The potentiometer then supplies a control signal which is
proportional to the output signal of the hydrogen controller. Hence, the flow rate of
the nitrogen is controlled as a percentage of the hydrogen flow rate. This
configuration is useful when it is desired to keep the hydrogen and nitrogen at a fixed
ratio while varying their flow speeds. If this suggestion is implemented, it is essential
that the purge procedure bypass (described in #7 of this section) of the nitrogen mass
flow controller is included; otherwise purging capabilities will be inhibited.
11) The status of nitrogen-feed and air-feed buttons on the control panel, at present, is
not sufficiently indicated. Currently, when these buttons are pressed during a test-run,
they remain lit even when they are pressed again for shut-off. Though it is obvious
audibly when air is being fed to the burner, nitrogen addition is not as distinct if its
channel is set at a very low flow rate. Hence, it is feasible that the operator could
stop the test run without pressing the feed buttons to turn them off. Though air/fuel
addition ceases automatically with the stop procedure, if the buttons are not pressed a
second time air/fuel will be added as soon as the start procedure is again initiated.
This loophole can be closed either with appropriate circuitry alterations or, less
elegantly, by replacing the nitrogen-feed and air-feed buttons with ones which would
more clearly indicate button status.
12) Installation of a pressure regulator far downstream of the mass flow controllers
would be helpful. The regulator could be controlled within the control room (as the
air line regulator is). This would allow high pressure flow down the line which could
then be cut down near the burner. This would provide an effective means for more
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APPENDIX A: ADDITIONAL BURNER
DIAGRAMS
Figure A.1 -- Cylinder Dimensions
























Figure B.1 -- Electrical Control Layout


















HIGH VOLTAGE MR SOLENOID
TRSFORER FOR AM EMERGENCY STOP
Figure B.2 -- Flow Control System Circuitry Diagram
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APPENDIX C: INSTRUMENTATION AND
HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS
C.1 Two Way Direct Acting Solenoid Valve (for the 1/4" lines)
Description: ASCO Red-Hat II, Model EF8262G230
Specifications: type: normally closed
connections: 1/4" NPT female
materials: body: 303 stainless steel
seals and discs: Buna "N"
core tube: 305 stainless steel
core and plugnut: 430F stainless steel
shading coil: silver
springs: 302 stainless steel
solenoid: molded epoxy
enclosure: explosion-proof
coil: continuous duty molded class F with 17.1 watt rating,
40 VA holding, 70 VA inrush
electrical construction: 120 volts, AC, 60 Hz
electrical leads: 18", 600 volts
dimensions (HxLxPxW): 3-3/16" x 1-9/16" x 2-13/16" x 1-31/32";
see Figure C.la
orifice size: 9/32 "
flow factor Cv: 0.88
nominal ambient temperature range: 32 to 125 F
maximum fluid temperature: 180 F
maximum operating pressure differential: 90 psi (for gas)
Function: to either allow or prevent gas flow in the hydrogen and nitrogen lines, as
required by the operating procedures.
Operation: The solenoid valve has two main components -- a solenoid with its core,
and a valve body with an orifice (Figure C.1b). The solenoid core is enclosed in a
sealed tube, making a packless assembly. This is a normally closed valve, meaning
that flow through its orifice is allowed only when the solenoid is energized, thereby
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moving the core and opening the orifice. Since the core directly opens the orifice, the
valve is referred to as "direct acting." The valve is "two-way," having only one inlet
and one outlet. The valve may be mounted in any position.
The response time from the fully closed condition to fully open (or vice versa) is
approximately 5 to 10 milliseconds. This varies with fluid type, temperature, inlet
pressure, etc.
The valve's enclosure is classified as explosion-proof. This type of enclosure will
contain an internal explosion without causing an external hazard. This feature is
particularly important since the solenoid valves see combustible fuel in the test
facility.
C.2 Two Way Pilot Operated Solenoid Valve (for the 1" air line)
Description: ASCO Red-Hat, Model EF8210B54
Specifications: type: normally closed
connections: 1" NPT female
materials: body: brass
seals and discs: Buna "N"
disc holder: Nylon
core tube: 305 stainless steel
core and plugnut: 430F stainless steel
shading coil: copper
springs: 302 stainless steel
solenoid: metal enclosure
enclosure: explosion-proof
coil: continuous duty molded class F with 15.4 watt rating,
27 VA holding, 160 VA inrush
electrical construction: 120 volts, AC, 60 Hz
electrical leads: 18", 600 volts
dimensions (HxLxPxW): 6-1/16" x 3-3/4" x 5-1/4" x 3-1/4";
see Figure C.2a
orifice size: 1"
flow factor Cv: 13
normal ambient temperature range: 32 to 125 F
maximum fluid temperature: 180 F
maximum operating pressure differential: 150 psi
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Function: to either allow or prevent air flow in the air line, as required by the
experimental conditions.
Operation: The two main components -- a solenoid with its core, and a valve body
with an orifice -- are illustrated in Figure C.2b. A sealed tube encloses the solenoid
core, creating a packless assembly. The valve is normally closed, so air flow is
allowed only if the solenoid is energized. This valve is referred to as "pilot operated"
because it operates with a pilot and bleed orifice to utilize line pressure for operation.
Unlike "direct acting" operation, which is typically for valves which have small
orifices, pilot operation is required for valves with larger orifices. The force required
to open the valve is proportional to the orifice size; the larger the orifice, the larger
the force required. Hence, internal pilots are used to open large orifices while keeping
solenoid size small.
Response time is approximately 50 to 75 milliseconds, but this varies with the air
temperature, inlet pressure, etc.
The valve is classified as "two-way," since it has one inlet and one outlet.
The valve has an explosion-proof enclosure, which contains an internal explosion
without creating a hazardous situation externally. This type of enclosure was selected
since a worst case scenario would be combustible hydrogen at the air line exit flowing
upstream the line.
The valve may be mounted in any position.
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C.3 Minipeeper Ultraviolet Flame Detector
Description: Honeywell, Model C7077A; purchased from Hauck Manufacturing
Specifications: type: end viewing
dimensions (LxD): 4" x 1-1/16"; see Figure C.3
wiring connections: two 6' NEC Class 1 leadwires
ambient operating temperature range: 0 to 215 F
maximum pressure rating: 5 psi
life expectancy of UV sensing tube: 40,000 hrs. of continuous use
Function: to detect the UV radiation emitted by the burner flame. Used in
conjunction with the safeguard control (Ref. C.4), it provides a means to determine
ignition, flame-out, or no-flame conditions (whether or not the flame is visible to the
naked eye), and automatically initiate appropriate procedures.
Operation: The detector responds to ultraviolet radiation. As a result, the detector
must be positioned in line-of-sight of the most stable part of the flame. Importantly,
the detector must not be exposed to any other UV sources which could activate it.
Those which might be encountered in the facility are: spark from the ignition
transformer, some artificial light sources, and hot refractory surfaces above 2800 F.
Adding a shield to block the sensor from receiving UV radiation is an appropriate
solution, as is sensor relocation.
The maximum flame-detector separation distance is six feet, but this value varies
with environmental and sighting conditions. The two main factors which determine
this distance are the optimized flame signal (current) and the flame detector
temperature. The minimum acceptable steady current is 1.5 microamps. The signal
may be measured by using a volt-ohm meter in conjunction with the flame current
jack located on the safeguard control. If the flame detector temperature is too high
(above 215 F), move the sensor away from the flame, making sure that an adequate
flame signal may still be obtained. If the detector position cannot be adjusted, add a
shield to reflect radiated heat away from the detector, or install a laminated plastic
heat block (Honeywell Model 136733) into the threaded detector collar.
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Recommendations: This particular sensor is to be used only with burner systems that
cycle on/off periodically, though the nature of this research facility automatically
meets this request.
The sensor should be located as close to the flame as temperature and
experimental diagnostic conditions allow.
When placing the sensor, note that stainless steel and other materials in the test
facility will reflect UV radiation, which could result incorrectly in a satisfactory flame
signal. If necessary, conduct testing with the facility lights off.
Clean the detector lens periodically without solvents or abrasives.
C.4 Protectorelay Primary Control
(Combustion Safeguard Control)
Description: Honeywell Model RA890G; purchased from Hauck Manufacturing
Specifications: dimensions: 5" x 5" x 4-3/4"
voltage and frequency: 120V AC, 60 Hz
volt-ampere rating: 14 VA max., 12 VA standby
power consumption: 9.5 watts max., 3 watts standby
electrical rating (terminal 4, see Figure C.4): 3.0 amp
ambient temperature range: -20 to 125 F
safety switch timing: 15 seconds (proportional with input voltages
and temperatures)
flame response: 3 seconds
Function: to be used in conjunction with the flame detector (Ref. Item C.3) in order
to safely and appropriately respond to either the presence or absence of flame in the
test facility.
Operation: The safeguard control provides an automatic safety switch lockout if
ignition is not successful or if the flame is not re-established after a flame failure.
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When this occurs, the safety switch must be reset by pushing and releasing the purple
button.
The safeguard has a "safe-start" feature. It will not allow startup if it detects a
flame before ignition. Hence, the facility cannot be activated (e.g. flow fuel), if a fire
is present in the facility.
The controller subbase should be mounted such that the top and bottom are
horizontal and the back is vertical, though a maximum 45 degree lean is permitted.
Recommendations: The "safe-start" mechanism is very sensitive. If the transformer is
not given approximately ten seconds to cool, the safeguard will prevent system
activation, even though no flame is actually present.
C.5 Pressure-Reducing Regulator (for the air flow)
Description: Fisher, Type 92C
Specifications: end connections: 1" NPT screwed
loading pressure connection: 1/4" NPT female
material: body: cast iron
seat ring and valve plug: heat-treated 416 stainless steel
valve plug guide: brass
valve plug spring: stainless steel
diaphragms (2): stainless steel
diaphragm gaskets (2): asbestos
pitot tube: copper
maximum material temperature capability: 406 F
maximum allowable inlet pressure: 250 psig
outlet control pressure range: 5 to 70 psig
maximum emergency outlet (casing) pressure: 250 psig
maximum allowable loading pressure: 250 psig
maximum allowable diaphragm differential pressure: 150 psi
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Function: to provide regulation of the air which serves as the co-flow in the burner
system.
Operation: This regulator can be used as a pilot-operated regulator or as a pressure-
loaded regulator. Though pilot-operation does not require a separate air supply, it
forces the facility operator to enter the test cell and alter the pilot setting each time a
different air flow rate was desired. Therefore, the pressure-loaded version is used so
the air flow may be adjusted remotely in the control room.
The remote loading regulator supplies an adjustable loading pressure to the top of
the main valve diaphragm (Figure C.5a). Downstream pressure is registered through
the pitot tube to underneath the main valve diaphragm. A pressure increase registers
with the diaphragm to allow the spring to move upward, causing the valve to close.
As the valve closes, flow to the downstream system is decreased, thereby decreasing
downstream pressure. Likewise, a pressure decrease opens the valve to increase
downstream pressure. The required loading pressure may be determined by using
Figure C.5b.
The regulator may be installed in any direction, except in a tall vertical pipeline
where condensate could collect and hinder regulator performance. The arrow
(indicated on the regulator) must match the flow direction.
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C.6 Power Supply (for the mass flow controllers and flowmeter)
Description: Teledyne Hastings, Model 400
Specifications: dimensions (LxWxD): 3.47" x 9.47" x 7.19";
see Figure C.6
usage: 1 to 4 channels
power: 115/230 VAC 50 or 60 Hz
output: -15 VDC @ 800 mA, +15 VDC @ 200 mA
command input: 0 to 5 VDC
signal output: 0 to 5 VDC into 2K Ohms minimum load
scaling: individual channel meter adjustment
meter: 3-1/2 digit LCD
fuse: type: Slo-Blo, 250 volt, 1/2 amp
dimensions: 1/4" x 1-1/4"
electrical connection: AC line cord
Function: to act as both a power supply and digital readout monitor for the fuel,
nitrogen and air flow meters. The fuel and nitrogen flows may also be controlled
from the power supply.
Operation: The power supply may operate on either 115 or 230 VAC; selection is
made by flipping the black switch on the front left corner of the PC board. The power
supply supplies a command signal (i.e. the desired flow rate) for the mass flow
controllers (Ref. C.7) ; it applies an internally generated 5.00 VDC reference voltage
to the command potentiometer. The output of the flow controller/meter is a 0-5 VDC
signal, which is proportional to flow rate. The display receives the output through a
15 pin D connector cable, which attaches to the top of the flow instrument and to the
back of the power supply.
The nitrogen controller uses channel 1, the hydrogen controller uses channel 2,
and the air flow meter uses channel 3. Use the channel selector to switch the display
between the flow instruments. The display shows the mass flow rate when the display
switch is in the "flow" position. When the display switch is in the "command"
position, the display is monitoring the desired flow rate (this feature functions only
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with the mass flow controllers).
Standard calibration is for air, but specific calibration was performed at the factory
for hydrogen and nitrogen. If the gas type is changed, the power supply must be
recalibrated or conversion factors must be used. The display was set up at the factory
to display, for channels 1 and 2, in units of SLPM with a the maximum signal
referring to 30 SLPM. Channel 3 displays in units of SCFM, with a maximum of 50
SCFM. This may be reset if needed.
Recommendations: There is a valve override switch, located on the front panel of the
power supply, for each channel. The "open" position sends the maximum available
voltage to the valve, keeping the valve wide open regardless of the command signal.
The "close" position removes power from the valve, closing the valve independent of
the command signal. The "auto" position is used for normal operation. Accordingly,
during experimentation leave the switch in the "auto" position. For situations where it
is decided that the system is to be purged (such as cylinder changeover), select "open"
for the nitrogen channel and "close" for the hydrogen channel.
C.7 Mass Flow Controller (for the hydrogen and nitrogen flows)
Description: Teledyne Hastings, Model HFC-202
Specifications: connections: 1/4" Swagelok
electrical connector: 15 pin D connector
wetted materials: 316 stainless steel, nickel Viton seals
dimensions: see Figure C.7a
power: +/- 15 VDC @ +50mA/-200mA
flow signal: 0 to 5.00 VDC, inherently linear
command reference signal: 0 to 5.00 VDC
accuracy and linearity: +/- 1% (F.S.)
repeatability (TYP): <0.1% of Full Scale
pressure rating: 500 psig
control valve pressure differential: 10 to 50 psi
transducer temperature range: 0 to 50 C
temperature coefficient: 0.27%/deg.C
standard temperature and pressure: 0 C and 760 mmHg
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Function: to provide a means to monitor and control the hydrogen and nitrogen mass
flows. It is used in conjunction with the Hastings power supply (Ref. C.6).
Operation: The controller generates a 5.00 VDC reference voltage (available on pin
15 of the D connector) which is used to develop the command signal in the power
supply. The flowmeter output (available on pin 16 of the D connector) is a 0-5.00
VDC signal sent to the display and is proportional to the flow rate.
The unit may be mounted in any position, as long as the arrow (marked on the
label) matches the flow direction. The flow controller range was set at the factory for
0-30 SLPM. This can be changed, but may require a different size orifice.
Calibration for hydrogen and nitrogen use was performed at the factory, though the
mass flow controllers may be recalibrated if different fluids are to be used.
The functional description of the mass flow controller is presented in Chapter
Three of this thesis.
C.8 Orifice Plate Mass Flowmeter (for the air flow)
Description: Teledyne Hastings, Model HOP-2A #51
Specifications: connections: 1" NPT
electrical connector: 15 pin D connector
materials: body: 300 series stainless steel
jewel orifice: sapphire
orifice-mount disk: nickel-plated
o-rings and seals: Viton
dimensions: see Figure C.8
power: +/- VDC @ +/- mA
flow signal: 0 to 5.00 VDC
accuracy and linearity: 2% (F.S.), from 10 to 100% of scale
repeatability: 0.2% (F.S.)
maximum working pressure: 500 psig max.
pressure factor: 0.01%/psi, for 0-500 psig N2
full scale pressure drop: 10-200" HzO(range and pressure dependent)
transducer temperature range: 0 to 50 C
standard temperature and pressure: 70 F and 14.7 psia
main orifice size: 0.572"
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Function: to provide a means to measure the air mass flowrate; the flowmeter works
in conjunction with the Hastings power supply (Ref. C.6).
Operation: The transducer may be mounted in any position, as long as the arrow
(labelled on the flow controller) matches the air flow direction.
The power requirements are satisfied by the Hastings power supply. The
flowmeter output is a 0-5.00 VDC signal, which is proportional to flowrate. This
signal is received by the power supply and sent to its display.
The flowmeter is calibrated for air, with an operational range from 0 to 50 SCFM.
The functional description of the flowmeter is presented in Chapter Three of this
thesis.
Recommendations: The unit includes a 100 micron filter, but the main air stream
should be filtered prior to encountering the unit to prevent filter blockage.
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C.9 Relief Valve
Description: Matheson, Model 6344; back pressure regulator type
Specifications: port configuration: 2 inlets and one outlet
port type: 1/4" NPT female
orifice size: 0.125"
flow coefficient Cv: 0.20
materials: body: 316 stainless steel
bonnet: nickel plated brass
diaphragm: Teflon lined stainless steel
seat: Viton
gasket: Teflon
relief pressure range: 50-600 psi
operation temperature: -20 to 250 F
Function: to relieve system overpressure through back pressure regulation; these are
safety devices and are therefore not used in a typical experimental run.
Operation: The locking nut adjustment screw located at the top of the valve is used to set
the pressure at which the valve will be "thrown" into operation. Full flow is attained
within 10% of range above this set pressure. Reseating (relief outlet closure) occurs
within 10% of the range below the set pressure.
The relief line attached to the relief outlet port empties directly into the gas cabinet
vent to prevent hydrogen accumulation.
Recommendations: The valve may be mounted in any position, but make sure that the
adjustment screw is accessible. Set the relief pressure in the lower end of the available
range, to prevent damage to the solenoid valves during overpressurization.
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C.10 Check Valve (for the 1/4" line)
Description: Matheson, Model 401E
Specifications: connections: 1/4" NPT female




cracking pressure: 1 psig
maximum pressure: 3000 psig
flow capacity: 100 SCFH at 10 psig inlet pressure
Function: to prevent the reverse flow of gas, thereby protecting regulators, cylinders, etc.
ahead of the valve from foreign matter. Its critical function in this experiment is to protect
the nitrogen purge lines and cylinder from hydrogen contamination.
Operation: The valve is spring-loaded with a positive stop, in order to prevent spring
over-stressing by sudden gas pressure surges. The o-ring provides a seal at the valve seat.
Recommendations: If the check valve are removed from the facility gas lines, make sure
that they are reinstalled with the arrow (labeled on the valve) pointing in the direction of
flow.
C.11 Membrane Filter (for the 1/4" lines)
Description: Matheson, Model 6190-T4FF
Specifications: connections: Swagelok
materials: body: all-welded 316L stainless steel
medium: Teflon, supported by and heat sealed into
polypropylene end caps
seal: Teflon encapsulated silicone O-ring
dimensions (LXD): 5.56" X 2.20"
temperature rating: 100 F
pressure rating: 1000 psig maximum
filtration rating: 100% efficiency at 0.01 micron level
maximum flow: 250 SLPM at 15 psig inlet, atmospheric outlet
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Function: to control particulates in the hydrogen and nitrogen gas streams
Operation: The membrane filter eliminates particulates which may be released into the gas
stream by the cylinders. The filter retains the particulates within its body. Both the filter in
the hydrogen line and the filter in the nitrogen line were installed upstream of their
respective mass flow controllers as a protective measure against damaging or impairing
the controllers.
C.12 Tee Purge Assembly
Description: Matheson, Model 4754-250
Specifications: connecting ports: regulator port: 350 CGA (hydrogen)
check valve outlet: 1/4" NPT female
purge gas inlet: 1/4" NPT male
material: stainless steel
pressure rating: 3000 psi maximum
Function: to provide a means to purge the hydrogen regulator with an inert gas. This
prevents operator exposure to hydrogen during bottle changeover and removes
contaminants which may enter the regulator during the cylinder change procedure.
Operation: The tee assembly is installed between the hydrogen cylinder and its regulator.
Nitrogen is used as the purge gas. Normally, the purge gas is prevented from entering the
tee purge by a diaphragm valve which is controlled manually by a turn knob. When it is
desired to purge the regulator, the knob is turned to allow the purge gas to flow through
the regulator and to prevent hydrogen flow through the regulator. When the purge is
completed, the knob must be manually returned to its original position.
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Recommendations: Purge the hydrogen regulator both before and after bottle changeover
(to prevent exposure to residual hydrogen and to remove accumulated contaminants,
respectively).
C.13 Quarter-Turn Valve
Description: Matheson, Model FF4364A
Specifications: connections: 1/4" NPT female
material: body: 316L stainless steel
seat: Kel-F
type: diaphragm sealed packless valve
orifice size: .094
flow coefficient Cv: 0.16
temperature range: -60 to 150 F
pressure range: vacuum to 3000 psi
Function: to provide a manual means within the ante-chamber to stop flow from entering
the combustion area.
Operation: This valve is to remain open at all times unless manual shut off is required.
Never use this valve to meter or control the flow.
Recommendations: Always check before beginning testing that this valve is open.
C.14 General Purpose Compressed Air Filter
Description: manufactured by Norgren; purchased from McMaster-Carr, Item 4958K55
Specifications: connections: 1" FPT
materials: metal bowl with a Pyrex sight glass
dimensions: height: 11-5/16"
diameter: 4-3/4"
filter elements: rated at 5 micrometers
maximum operating temperature: 175 F
maximum inlet pressure : 250 psig
maximum flow: 445 CFM @ 100 psig, based on 5 psi pressure drop
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Function: to remove liquid and solid particles from the compressed air
Operation: This filter must be installed vertically in the air line, with air flow in the arrow
(indicated on filter) direction. The filter has an automatic drain, which should be emptied
before the liquid level in the drain reaches the baffle. The filter elements should be
removed and cleaned as needed.
Recommendations: Since the filter passes water vapor, the possibility of condensation
formation exists. If condensation has a detrimental effect experimentally, install an air
dryer.
C.15 Two-Cylinder Compressed Gas Cabinet
Description: Safety Equipment Corporation, Item 7200
Specifications: materials: body: all welded 11 gauge steel, epoxy painted
window: wire glass, 1/4" thick
fasteners: stainless steel
sprinkler head: stainless steel with bee's wax coating
dimensions: body: 36" wide X 18" deep X 72" high
exhaust vent: 6" diameter X 3" high
cylinder bracket: accommodates 7"-9" diameter cylinders
fire and earthquake rated
Function: serves as a safe storage and source cabinet for one fuel bottle and one oxidant
bottle.
Operation: Never place two fuel bottles in the cabinet; a fuel bottle should always be
accompanied by an inert gas bottle
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Recommendations: Since the cabinet door does not lock (due to the explosion-
containment design of the cabinet), the facility door should be kept locked when not in use
to prevent tampering.
C.16 Flash Arrestor
Description: Matheson, Series 6104
Specifications: connections: 1/4" NPT female
materials: housing: 316 stainless steel
seat: Viton A
seals: Teflon coated Viton o-rings
internal parts: stainless steel
dimensions: 2" outer diameter X 3.5" length
operating temperature range: -5 to 32 C
maximum service pressure: 150 psig
maximum operating pressure for hydrogen service: 50 psig
Function: to stop flame travel down the gas lines and to prevent fire sustainment in case
of a flashback
Operation: The arrestor utilizes a check valve to prevent gas backflow from the ignition
site. It also contains a spiral wound tube which increases the flame travel distance,
causing the flame to extinguish. After the flash arrestor is activated, it must be reset to get
flow through the unit. The reset procedure entails shutting down the gas supply, draining
the system of residual gas, and removing the flash arrestor. Then, insert a stiff rod into the
inlet and press against the valve disc until a click is heard. When reinstalling the arrestor,
do not overtighten the connectors because gas flow may be obstructed. After three
activations of the mechanism, get the arrestor serviced.
Under normal conditions, the arrestor functions as a check valve, providing positive
shut-off of gas.
The flash arrestor may be installed in any mounting position, as long as the arrow
(indicated on the label) points in the flow direction and the arrestor is properly supported
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to prevent excessive stress on the unit. Never change the gas service initially used to a
different gas service; each fuel should have its own arrestor (e.g. hydrogen-nitrogen
mixture variation is acceptable, but switching from hydrogen to ethylene is not).
Recommendations: If there is no flow, or excessive periodic drop in flow from the
arrestor outlet, check to see if the unit has been activated. Also check to see if there is a
blockage in the flow path; remove soot from the ports with a wire brush.
C.17 Check Valve (for the 1" line)
Description: Circle Seal, Model 259-8PP
Specifications: connections: 1" pipe, female
materials: body: brass
seal: Buna N o-ring
spring: 302 Cres.
operating temperature range: -40 to 250 F
operating pressure range: 0 to 3000 psi
cracking pressure range: .5 to 1 psi
Function: to prevent the reverse flow of gas, thereby not allowing the combustion gases
from traveling upstream the air line
Operation: The valve may be mounted in any position, as long as the arrow (marked on
valve) coincides with the flow direction. The valve is spring loaded, and has an o-ring to
seal the connection between the poppet and seat metal surfaces. The o-ring only seals; full

















Figure C.2b -- Two Way Pilot Operated Solenoid Valve Operation
[Ref.: ASCO Catalog]
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Figure C.2a -- Two Way Pilot Operated Solenoid Valve Dimensions
[Ref.: ASCO Catalog]
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Figure C.5a -- Pressure-Reducing Regulator Diagram
[Ref.: Fisher Manual]
PRESSURE DROP ACROSS VALVE (BAR)
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Figure C.7a -- Mass Flow Controller Dimensions
[Ref.: Teledyne Catalog]
FLOWMETER PRCPORTIONAL SCLENOI0 VALVE
HEAT SINK BYPASS
Fi2ure C.7b -- Mass Flow Controller Structure
[Ref.: Teledyne Catalog]
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0-50 SCFM 1" NPT
0-100 SCFM 1-1/2" NPT 2 3 4
0-200 SCFM 2' NPT








Figure C.8b -- Orifice Plate Flowmeter Operation
[Ref: Teledyne Catalog]
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